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HILLARY CLINTON, LOUISE PENNY
TO PUBLISH POLITICAL THRILLER 

Hillary Clinton, the former secretary of state, who ran
against Donald Trump for president in 2016, is set to
publish a suspense thriller with Canadian author Louise

Penny in October, publishers Simon & Schuster and St. Mar-
tin's Press said. Titled 'State of Terror', the thriller will hit the
bookshelves on October 12, the publishers said. It will narrate
the story of a novice secretary of state serving in the admin-
istration of her political rival as a "series of terrorist attacks
throws the global order into disarray." 

 By venturing into
fiction, the former
first lady is following
the footsteps of her
husband, former
president Bill
Clinton, who in June
2020, came out with a political novel, 'The
President's Daughter', written with bestselling thriller
writer James Patterson
 They had co-authored another book in 2018 called
'The President is Missing' about a terrorist cyberat-
tack on the White House

CRISTIANO RONALDO
BECOMES FOOTBALL'S
HIGHEST-GOAL SCORER

CLICK HERE: PAGE 1 AND 2  

ARORA AKANKSHA
CONTENDER FOR UN

SECRETARY-GENERAL

TRENDING

A
34-year-old Canadi-
an woman of Indi-
an descent has de-
cided to  contest the

re-election of UN secretary-
general Antonio Guterres
with an agenda of change but
without the support of any
country. Arora Akanksha,
who works for the UN Devel-
opment Programme, issued a
slick video, announcing her
candidacy recently, present-
ing herself as a candidate to
make the UN relevant in the
21st century.

My vision is to have a UN
that works and is relevant
in the 21st century. We
have to prioritise and
address the growing
refugee crisis, take human-
itarian crises to comple-
tion, and invest in ensuring
that all countries have
access to the internet
ARORA AKANKSHA, on her
agenda

If Arora follows
through and is
accepted as a candi-
date, she will have to
run the gauntlet of
the Security Council
and get the support
of the veto-wielding
permanent members

 Arora was born in India and
raised in Saudi Arabia. She
did her undergraduate studies
in Canada She received her
masters last year from the
Columbia University in New
YorkAccording to Pass Blue,
a publication monitoring the
UN, she is a citizen of Canada
and holds the Overseas
Citizenship of India

 None of the UN member
countries have nominated
her

The last and
probably the only
time an Indian was
considered a serious
candidate for the position,
was in 2006, when Shashi
Tharoor contested with the
backing of the government.
But he lost to Ban Ki-Moon,
as he could not get the
unanimous support of the
Council’s permanent mem-
bers, with reportedly the
US opposing him

POKEMON 
TURNS 25!
 Twenty-five years after
Pokemon first began delighting
children and the adults alike, the
phenomenon is still capturing
hearts, with smartphone craze
‘Pokemon Go’ enjoying record suc-
cess in virus-hit 2020. The aug-
mented-reality game raked in $1
billion in just the first 10 months
of last year, its most lucrative yet,
according to market tracker
Sensor Tower
 Pokemon is inspired by the
childhood tradition of collecting

bugs, popular during Japan's hot
and humid summer holidays; part
of its enduring appeal is its simple
goal: to catch them all. Hundreds
of round-eyed ‘pocket monsters’,
inspired by everything— from mice

to dragons can be caught and trained to full
strength in battles
 The winning concept has sold countless toys,
film tickets and more than 30 billion Pokemon
cards since the first black-and-white Game Boy
titles were released in Japan in 1996. 
 The character's signature pronouncement ‘pika-
pika’, meaning shiny and sparkly in Japanese, has
added to the bright yellow creature's powers of
attraction

POKEBALLS MONSTERS
The game allows
players to roam
the outside world,
throwing Pokeballs
to capture mon-
sters that pop up on their phone
screens

A
classic sci-fi franchise is all set to make
its way to Netflix in the form of a
'Terminator' anime series. According to
Variety, the upcoming series will unfold a

new chapter and will not be a reboot of the parent
franchise. As the project is still in the early stages, the
plot details are being kept under tight wraps. The
series is being led by showrunner Mattson Tomlin, who
has co-written 'The Batman', starring actor Robert
Pattinson. 

Netflix to develop 'Terminator' anime series

 The 'Terminator'
franchise has been
wildly successful.
Till date, the fran-
chise has six films,
two web series,
one TV series,
comic, novel, 
and game 
adaptations

The franchise started with James
Cameron and Gale Anne Hurd in 1984, with
the first film starring Arnold
Schwarzenegger as the villainous robot
from 2029, who came to the past to kill a
woman named Sarah Connor, and thus
stop human resistance to a machine 

uprising
The most-recent entries were
'Terminator: Dark Fate' and 'Terminator:
Genisys'. Although the Netflix series will
be the first animated series in the 
franchise's history, it has previously been
adapted for the small screen
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Leading from the front,
PM TAKES FIRST DOSE
P

rime Minister Narendra Modi re-
ceived the first dose of Covid vac-
cine at the All India Institute of
Medical Sciences (AIIMS), New

Delhi on Monday, leading the country in
the third phase of the inoculation drive as
a massive chunk of population aged above
60 and those above 45 with comorbidities
prepare to take the shots. Modi was ad-
ministered Bharat Biotech's Covaxin. "Took
my first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine at AI-
IMS," he informed on Twitter. The Prime
Minister decided to get the jab at 6.25 am
to avoid media glare, as scores of people
could be queuing up at the hospital. He re-
mained under observation for half an hour
in the hospital and left around 7 am.

 The Covid-19 vaccines, Covaxin and
Covishield, was made available to the
general public from March 1. As many as
1,43,01,266 doses of the Covid-19 
vaccine have been administered so far

 The first phase of the nationwide 
vaccination drive against Covid-19 had
started on January 16. The second phase
began on February 13

VACCINE 2 .0  BEGINS

It is my dream to see India and
Pakistan become true good friends
and that we can visit each other's
countries. Indians can continue to

watch Pakistani dramas, we can continue to watch
Bollywood movies, and enjoy cricket matches. The philosophy
of borders, divisions, divide, and conquer just does not work
anymore...as humans, we all want to live in peace. The actual
enemy of India and Pakistan is poverty, discrimination and
inequality, and both the countries should unite and fight

them, rather than fighting with one another. Besides, the
minorities need protection globally. They need a voice, need

protection, and it is a reminder to governments and
the human rights organisations to take this seriously

Malala Yousafzai, Nobel laureate, at the

Jaipur Literature Festival (JLF), which

is being held in the virtual mode

this year

Indian students discover 18 new asteroids as
part of a Global Science Programme

T
he International Astro-
nomical Union (IAU), an
organisation that assigns
official names and desig-

nations to celestial bodies, has re-
cently confirmed the discovery of
18 new asteroids by Indian stu-
dents as part of a global science
programme. Over the last two years,
150 students from  India participated
in this two-month-long campaign to
find asteroids,  making this the
largest asteroid discovery project
in India, Mila Mitra, co-founder and
academic head of STEM and
Space said.

In the project, students from

India and across the globe,

analysed the high-quality

astronomical data provided

by IASC — an online scientific

programme for kids to dis-

cover Asteroids and Near-

Earth Objects (NEO)
YOUNG

ACHIEVERS

Diversity, Netflix
dominate Golden

Globes as
'Nomadland' wins
best drama movie

Drama ‘Nomadland’ and
satire ‘Borat Subsequent
Moviefilm’ won the movie

honours at the Golden Globes on
Sunday in a mostly virtual bi-
coastal ceremony that was
marked by impassioned calls for
more diversity and the dominance
of Netflix.

‘Nomadland’, a moving dra-
ma about van dwellers in reces-
sion-hit America from Search-
light Pictures, also took the best
director prize, which went to Chi-
nese-born Chloe Zhao, making
her the second woman to win at
the Globes in that category, and
the first woman director of Asian
descent to win.

Sacha Baron Cohen, the cre-
ator of ‘Borat Subsequent
Moviefilm’ from Amazon Studios
was named the best comedy
movie actor, while singer Andra
Day was a surprise winner for
her lead role in ‘The United
States vs Billie Holiday’ ‘Soul’,
the first Pixar movie to have a
Black character in the lead, was
named the best animated movie
and won the best score



POSITIVITY WINS
Children, now is the

time to look around
you and see what you

can do to enhance your val-
ues and do some good for
the people. Do not mourn
and groan. Be spirited and
keep the people around you
happy and joyful.

Drive away
exam anxiety

Dos and Don'ts 

Gool Ghadiali, Principal, Gopal Sharma
International School and Gopal Sharma
Memorial School, Powai

"The limits of my language mean the limits of my world."

-Ludwig Wittgenstein
FOCUS. LEARN. MASTER
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TIPS FOR  ISC ENGLISH LANGUAGE PAPER (CLASS XII: ENGLISH PAPER 1)

Students need to remember that
language skills are honed over a
period of time and no amount of
“mugging” notes at the last
moment before the examination
would help them score well.

The first question is Essay Writing (400-450
words) and originality is appreciated. 

Examiners will deduct marks for language
errors (syntax, spellings, etc.) Good vo-

cabulary and organisation of ideas will
improve the standard of your essay. Plan-
ning is, therefore, quite essential for this
purpose. Your ideas should seem to flow
from one point to the next, instead of a
mumble-jumble. Local jargon and the use
of regional languages should be avoided.
Do not use short forms, numeric or ab-
breviations.

The second question has two com-
ponents, namely
Report Writing (about
300 words) and
Proposal Writing. 

AReport is normal-
ly written in the

past tense using Pas-
sive Voice. This is an ex-
ercise in amplification
and you are expected to
include and elaborate
all hints given along
with the question state-
ment. Do not use “flow-
ery” writing  and be ex-
tremely succinct in
your expression.

A Proposal is writ-
ten under three separate
sections, viz: The Head-
ing/Introduction, Ob-
jectives and List of Mea-
sures. You must write a
distinct concluding line.
Make sure your tone is
formal and give com-
plete details to substan-
tiate the importance of
your proposal, including suggestions
to procure finances for its feasibility.

The third question tests specific grammatical
abilities of the students. 

Section (a) is transformation of sentences
following given instructions. You must take

care not to change the meaning from the orig-
inal sentence given.

Sections (b) and (c) test the appropriate use
of prepositions and tenses. You must practise
amply for these objective questions that are

marked with strictness. Forgetting to put a full
stop at the end of a sentence may cost you a
mark!

The last question is Reading Comprehension
with an unseen passage of about 500 words
followed by questions based on it to test the
students’ knowledge of vocabulary and ability
to understand the content of the given text. 

The first sub-part, Qs. 4 a (i), deals with word-
meanings where you have to locate precise

words from the given passage corresponding
to the meanings that are given.

In the next part of this question, Qs. 4 a (ii),
students have to compose sentences using cer-

tain words in a meaning different from the
one given in the passage. You cannot change
the form of the word here. Knowing the Parts
of Speech helps you to score well here.

Question 4 (b) entails short questions
requiring brief answers written in your own
words. The last part - Question 4 (c) - tests
your linguistic ability to be precise and ac-
curate, eliciting the main ideas of all or part
of the passage. It is advised to write the Pré-

cis answer in a Grid form and adhere to the
word limit rigidly.

This year, in addition
to the syllabus prescribed
for the Theory Paper (80
marks), the Council has
introduced Project Work
(20 marks), where the
candidates would be as-
sessed for their Writing,
Speaking and Listening
skills by internal and ex-
ternal examiners.

General instructions:

Be neat in your overall
presentation and use

the allotted time per ques-
tion effectively. Avoid lit-
eral translations of ver-
nacular idioms. Pay at-
tention to spellings, punc-
tuations and the use of
good lexicon.

Best of Luck!

Ishita Basu,
Senior
Teacher, La
Marteniere’s
Girls’ College,
Lucknow

Stay calm and feelconfident you willpass theexamination withflying colours.Best of Luck!

HONE READING &
WRITING SKILLS
HONE READING &
WRITING SKILLS
HONE READING &
WRITING SKILLS

DON'Ts

Exams are often considered a 'fear' factor among children.
Students preparing for exams often feel under pressure and this
may result in feelings of anxiety or nervousness. Students of all

age groups undergo exam anxiety and have 'exam phobia' when it is
round the corner. Some do take it easy while some cannot. So are here
some dos and don'ts of exams to combat examination stress:

� Do engage yourselves with new study 
methods like making flashcards, creating 
flowcharts and memory graphs, mind maps, and mnemonic devices.
Follow alternative mode of studying for subjects that need memorising
too much information and formulae.

� Don't wait for 11th-hour preparation. It is quality of preparation and
not quantity that's going to help you in the exams.  

� Please don't talk to
your friends who say
they are not prepared
for the exams.

� Don't study in bed as
it is one of the worst
places to study. The
human brain is
all set to 
sleep in bed.

� Don't revise the entire chapter a
day before an exam; just revise the
main points.

� Don't get stuck on a tricky
topic/assignment for long. 

� Don't waste your time in activities
like talking to your friends, aimless
surfing on TV/ computer/ mobile, 
negative thoughts/ gaming etc.

� Finally, do try to recollect what you have studied just a while before
you go to bed. You will find that you can remember every single word

very clearly the next morning. 

� Do sleep and eat well, as physical and mental fitness play a vital role
during exam time.

� Plan your time accord-
ing to your subjects. Set

the alarm, set
wall planner
make to-do
your list of

important
topics, set

your limits.

� Try to study in a place which
resembles the exact environment of
an exam hall. If your study place is
calm and quiet, chances are more 

for recollecting and presenting it well
in an exam situation. 

� Review and revise - quiz yourself,
make your own study material, teach
others.

DOs

Neelam Dubey & Aman Kapur,

‘Nationalism in Europe and in India’‘Nationalism in Europe and in India’‘Nationalism in Europe and in India’
Q1. Young Italy, a secret society was formed by

a) Mazzini b) Metternich
c) Wilhelm Wolf d) Bismarck

Q2. What does La patrie mean
a) The citizen b) The motherland
c) The fatherland d) The Country

Q3. What did Germania symbolize?
a) French Nation b) German Nation
c) British Nation d) None of these

Q4. Who was called the Bismarck of Italy?
a) Mazzini b) Garibaldi
c) Cavour 
d) Johann Gottfried Herder

Q5. In which year was Treaty of Vienna signed?
a) 1811 b) 1810
c) 1815 d) 1812

Q6. Who initiated 'Purna Sawraj'?
a) Mahatma Gandhi
b) B.R.Ambedkar

c) Motilal Nehru
d) Jawaharlal Nehru

Q7. Who wrote the book 'Hind Sawaraj'?
a) Mahatma Gandhi
b) Jawaharlal Nehru
c) Lal Bahadur Shastri
d) Maulana Azad

Q8. Whose name is associated with “Folklore
of Southern India”?

a) Bal Gangadhar Tilak
b) Natesa Sastri
c) Bipin Chandra Pal
d) T Krishnamurthy

Q9. The Poona Pact took place in the year
a) 1857 b) 1932
c) 1935 d) 1942

Q10. Who painted the image of Bharat
Mata?

a) Rabindranath Tagore
b) Abanindranath Tagore
c) Bankim Chadra Chattopadhyay
d) Natesa Sastri

1-a) 
2- c)  
3-b)  

4-b)  
5-c)   
6- d)  

7-a)  
8-b)  
9-b)  

10-b)

ANSWER KEY

QUICK REVISION:
SOCIAL SCIENCE, CLASS: X

Fascinating French

Ihave always found French an appealing subject. I
believe languages are wonderful and if the teacher is
able to explain it correctly, there's nothing better

than that. French specifically is easy enough to be able to
relate with English and yet different
enough for it to be a challenge. That is
what I find most intriguing about this
subject. It's a pretty language from the
way you write to the pronunciation of
words.  The manner in which French is
taught is also important; which includes
writing, listening, speaking skills and of course grammar.
It allows creativity and liberty in terms of writing which I
find extremely fun.  

Diya Rajadhyaksha, class VIII Student, 
Ryan Global School, Chembur

PET SUBJECT

A
: Mandela as a child was oblivi-
ous of the atrocities committed;
unaware it would

affect him in the near future.
His understanding of free-
dom changed from being a
young child, who thought
freedom was the unrestrict-
ed joy in the open fields,
roasting mealies under the stars or
swimming in the lapping waves; to a
teenager who had an epiphany, which

made him yearn for transi-
tory freedom. Freedom
now, to him, meant being
able to stay out late,
picking good reads for

himself or going wherever he
pleased. Further, moulded into
a young adult in Johannesburg,
he sought for freedom which
allowed him to marry the girl
he wanted, to keep his earn-
ings. And finally the definition

of freedom as Mandela understood, as
a man, wasn't limited to himself. He
fought for freedom, not only for his
own but for his brothers and sisters.
For basic rights as a human and a soul. 

Kritika Agrawal, class 10-G, Ryan
International School, Kandivali East

REVISION WITH PEER

Q: How did Mandela's understanding of
freedom change with age and experience?

ENGLISH, CLASS X, CBSE

Reena Negi, Social Science Teacher,
Doon World School, Raksha Vihar,
Dehradun


